
Sta 961: Homework #1Let Hs be the Hilbert spae ompletion of C1 (0; 1) in the inner produthf; gis =Xn2N(�2n2)sanbn;where an := R f(s) n(s) ds and bn := R g(s) n(s) ds (all integrals are over [0; 1℄) for n(s) := p2 sin(n�s)and, for 0 < s; t < 1, set (s; t) := s ^ t� st:1. For whih s 2 R is f(x) := x(1� x) in Hs? Find kfk21.2. Let Bt � No�0; ()� be the Brownian Bridge. Is Bs a Markov proess? Compute theonditional expetationsE[Bu j Bs = x;Bt = y℄ and E[Bu j Bt = y℄for 0 < s < t < u < 1 (if they di�er then Bs an't be Markov). If this doesn't showthat Bs is not Markov, try to use one of the representations of B(t) in Setion 2 of lassleture notes \Dirihlet Sobolev Spaes on [0; 1℄ and the Brownian Bridge" to prove thatit is.3. Let W be the unit Gaussian proess on H0, i.e., an isomorphismW : H0 ! L2(
;F ;P)that maps elements � 2 H0 to Gaussian random variables W [�℄ � No�0; k�k20� suhthat Cov�W [�℄;W [ ℄� = h�;  i0 = R �(s) (s) ds. For 0 � t � 1 set gt(s) := 1fs�tgand Xt :=W [gt℄. Find the mean, variane, and ovariane funtions for Xt expliitly.4. The Gaussian proess Ys on the unit interval with mean zero and ovariane funtionh(s; t) = 12(s� t)2 � 12 js� tj+ 1=12is \periodi Brownian motion," with paths that are periodi funtions on [0; 1℄. Showthat the sample paths are orthogonal to the onstants in H0| i.e., that R Ys ds = 0almost surely. (Hint: Set Z := R Ys ds and onsider Cov(Ys; Z) or V(Z)).5. What is the generator G for the periodi Brownian Motion proess Ys above? Find Gsuh that EY [�℄Y [G ℄ = h�;  i0(Hint: G will be the inverse of the integral operator that takes  to g(s) = R h(s; t) (t) dt.Try taking a derivative or two of g and try to �nd G s.t. Gg =  ). Find the domainD(G) and the value of Gg for g 2 G(G). Last edited: February 11, 20141


